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Virtual floor lobby.

The bet between Lu Yuan and Si Tingxue was heard by everyone present.

Everyone looked at the battle list with great interest, and was a little curious about who
wins and who loses.

"The ranking of His Royal Highness the Nine Princesses has risen again! The 10th
place! This should be a low-level king who can already kill Tier 3, right? His Royal

Highness the Nine Princesses, who is a natural lord, should have burned the fourth gene
of her. Right?"

In the entire genius camp, even though it was a genius, there were only a few who

could kill low-level kings of the same rank.

Basically all students in the sixth grade, reached the fourth grade, and recorded the
king's gene.

It’s also because Si Tingxue has inherited the lord gene from her first half year after
entering school.

"I don't know how Lu Yuan's younger brother is?"

Because the test has not yet started, several people have improved their performance
before, and Lu Yuan's ranking has been squeezed to 29th.

But soon, the ranking jumped.

Lu Yuan's ranking instantly rose to 19th.

Seeing this scene, everyone's eyes widened.
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"Has Lu Yuan Xuemei be able to kill the Consummation Lord of the same level?! Isn't
he just breaking through to Tier 3?"

Hearing this, everyone suddenly opened their eyes and their pupils shrank.

"Could it be... what he burned is also the king's gene?"

At this time someone spoke:

"That's not the case. I heard that Lu Yuan's younger brother bought the Space Element

Extraordinary Gene: Blink. It should be the space element gene that was burned."

"What? That would cost two million credits! It was actually bought? Really?"

Many people exclaimed.

"Of course it is true. I heard what my instructor said before, and I went to the mall to
check it out. The flashing gene was indeed out of stock. There was only one, but I
didn't expect it to be bought by Lu Yuan's student."

"However, there are so many credits for Lu Yuan's younger brother. When it was just

the Beast Tide, Lu Yuan's younger brother earned 1.5 million credits, plus he sold so
many things."

An older student sighed with a wry smile: "Lu Yuan's pupils got more credits for more
than one month after entering school than Lu Yuan's five years, and there is really no
way to compare."

Others also looked depressed.

"The space gene... Although the flashing is only at the boss level, I heard that the space
system gene has not a small increase in itself. The most important thing is that the space
system is too strong. It should be comparable to the king-level gene. ?"

"School Lu Yuan was originally a warrior with terrifying strength and defense. Now
that he has flashes, he is indeed even more powerful. No wonder he can kill the
Consummation Lord of the same level."

"If Lu Yuan's younger brother really burns the flicker, then maybe he can beat the king
of the same level."



A young girl looked at the battle list and said.

As soon as she finished speaking, Lu Yuan's ranking jumped again.

It jumped directly from the 19th to the 11th.

Seeing this scene, everyone's eyes widened, and the atmosphere in the hall was a bit
silent.

After a while, someone swallowed and said:

"Even... it went up again?! How could it be so fast?! Even if Lu Yuan's younger
brother burns the flicker, he shouldn't kill the king of the same level so quickly, right?"

Everyone's eyes were filled with shock.

"Does Lu Yuan Xuedi have other powerful trump cards? Physical skills? Spirit skills?
Or something else?"

There was a curious look in everyone's eyes.

However, it didn't take long for Lu Yuan's ranking to rise again, reaching 8th place.

Si Tingxue, who was originally ranked 10th, was squeezed to 11th.

"hiss……"

Everyone took a breath and opened their eyes wide, and they didn't know what to say.

If it weren't for the virtual room that couldn't cheat, they all thought Lu Yuan had
cheated.

Lu Yuan's performance was too scary.

A young man was a little afraid to talk:

"In just the second month of enrollment, Lu Yuan's schoolboy rushed into the top ten of
the battle list. What kind of monster is this?!"

"Yeah, people who don't know thought Lu Yuan's younger brother was a natural king.
This is too outrageous."



"It deserves to be a monster that can kill a natural king of the same level in the second
tier..."

Everyone's eyes flickered, staring at the battle list.

Lu Yuan's appearance scared them.

You know, in the genius camp, there are only so few geniuses who can have the power

of the king of the same tier before the fourth tier.

Generally, there are only a few rare ones that can burn king-level genes when there are
only fourth-order warlords.

But Lu Yuan is only third-order now.

Regardless of the gap at this level, the gap between the king-level and lord- level genes
itself is extremely huge.

One can imagine how strong Lu Yuan's performance is.

While they were talking, Si Tingxue also went up several rankings.

Came to the 8th place.

Lu Yuan's ranking was squeezed to ninth.

Before they had time to speak, Lu Yuan's ranking rose again.

Came to the 6th place.

However, everyone's shock was not over, and it didn't take long for Lu Yuan's ranking
to rise again.

The fifth place.

Seeing the rankings of the two people, everyone looked at each other with
dumbfounded expressions.

Especially those senior students in the fifth and sixth grades are even more bitter at the
moment.



They have been in the genius camp for five or six years.

The result was overtaken by two freshmen who had only been in the genius camp for
less than a year.

Who is going to make sense?

However, even so, everyone in the hall is still staring at the battle list, looking forward
to continued changes.

It didn't take long for Lu Yuan's ranking to rise one place again.

Came to fourth place.

However, Si Tingxue's ranking remained unchanged.

Everyone's eyes flashed, looking at the ranking.

"Could it be that Lu Yuan's younger brother can continue to go up? If this goes on, Jiu
Gong will mainly lose."

"If the Nine Princesses lose, they will have to cook for Lu Yuan's younger brother...
Damn it! Lu Yuan's younger brother must be over now!"

"His Royal Highness Nine Princesses, come on!"

Some male students cheered for Si Tingxue, while female students cheered for Lu
Yuan.

Before long, Lu Yuan's ranking went up again, reaching third place, surpassing Liu
Qingmei, who was increasingly ranked third.

At this point, everyone was breathing stagnant, watching Lu Yuan's dazzling ranking.

"Does Lu Yuan want to be No. 1 in the second month?!"

"Impossible! Senior Su Xu is already the perfect cultivation base of Zun Zun, and senior
Shi Xiu is already the cultivation base of Zun Zun's peak, and both of them have

burned the king's genes, plus the various physical skills they mastered. As well as the
genetic weapons on their bodies, their combat power is not comparable to that of



ordinary people. Even Senior Shi Xiu has already reached the fifty-first level, while
Senior Su Xu has reached the fifty-first level! Junior Lu Yuan again. Strong, it's
impossible to get to the fiftieth level, right?"

…………

In the virtual room.

Lu Yuan was fighting a Tier 3 kobold king with a tempering degree of 90%.

This kobold king wears a black armor and holds a black mace. He is powerful and his
strength is comparable to that of Lu Yuan.

Although Lu Yuan has three king genes in his body, he hasn't been tempered to
completion after all. With the addition of the two king-level genes armed, and the use
of black steel strength, he can barely reach 90% with this tempering degree in terms of

strength. Compared to the king of kobolds.

The power of this assault kobold is really terrifying.

Not only strength, even speed is also very strong.

It's a pity that even if his speed is stronger, facing Lu Yuan who has mastered the space
teleportation, he still has nothing to do.

The kobold roared, and his body disappeared in place, without even leaving behind the
shadow. The next moment he appeared in front of Lu Yuan, the huge mace was swung
down, with a terrifying wind.

However, before the mace touched Lu Yuan, Lu Yuan had disappeared in place and
appeared behind the kobold.

Heigangjin, the white jade spirit body exploded with all strength, and even his
thunderous rage epee still had a wave of thunder power flowing.

This is a special ability attached to the epee, which can add the power of thunder when
attacking, and the power is extraordinary.

The epee carried the purple thunder light, and cut it towards the neck of the kobold.



However, before he got close to the kobold's neck, the kobold's body had already
turned over and brandished a mace, hitting his epee.

Cang! !

There was a symphony of gold and iron, and their bodies retreated under the counter
shock.

As he retreated, the space around Lu Yuan fluctuated, and his body once again
disappeared in place, appearing behind the kobold.

His eyes were sharp, and the heavy sword slashed again.

The kobold king roared, his body was a little unbalanced under the counter shock, but
he was still able to turn back to the house and attack Lu Yuan with his mace.

However, Lu Yuan's body once again disappeared in place, appearing behind the
Kobold.

laugh! !

The epee flicked a purple thunder light and slashed it on the neck of the kobold.

Blood spurted out.

The kobold king's body was extremely powerful, and under a single blow, it only cut
open a hideous wound, not even a fatal injury.

However, the paralyzing effect of the power of thunder caused the kobold king to slow
down for a moment.

This moment was enough to kill the kobold king.

After several consecutive sword cuts, the kobold king fell to the ground unwillingly.

Lu Yuan exhaled slightly as he looked at the slowly disappearing corpse.

The space system combat skills are too strong, even if he is not even a real Tier 3
low-level king now, with the righteous space teleportation, he can still play with Tier 3
kobold kings with a tempering degree of 90%. die.



This fighting method is completely different from Lu Yuan's previous head-to- head
fighting method.

With space teleportation, Lu Yuan could even pretend to be an assassination fighter.

"Continue testing."

Lu Yuan said, and started the test again.

The next opponent, a Tier 3 king with a degree of refinement of 100%.

The mechanical cue sounded and the test started.

But Lu Yuan didn't see his opponent at all. In front of him, there was an endless white
land.

At this moment, Lu Yuan suddenly stood up behind his back, feeling a fatal danger.

Without even thinking about it, the surrounding space fluctuated, and Lu Yuan's body
disappeared in place.

As soon as Lu Yuan disappeared, a short and thin kobold with a black hood appeared at
his original location.

Rows of pitch-black sword light passed from the location where Lu Yuan had been

before.

With a miss, the kobold disappeared instantly.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank.

This is an assassination kobold warrior?

This stealth ability is too abnormal, right?

Lu Yuan felt that his current perception ability was already very strong, but he still
couldn't feel his existence.

Is this a Tier 3 king with a tempering degree of 100%?



Lu Yuan's whole body of white jade aura flashed, and the white jade spirit body started
to revolve, and at the same time, his mental perception radiated in all directions.

At this moment, Lu Yuan felt the deadly threat again for no reason.

His body disappeared in place again, appearing just a few meters behind him.

When he had just disappeared in place, the body of the Kobold King appeared, and the
dark sword light flashed.

Lu Yuan just appeared behind the kobold king. He squinted his eyes and cut his epee at
the kobold warrior.

When the epee approached the kobold warrior, his body turned into a cloud of black fog,
and the epee cut across the black fog and cut into the air.

At the same time, black mist appeared behind Lu Yuan, and the pitch-black sword light
slashed towards Lu Yuan's neck.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank, and the space teleportation circulated, but the sword light was
extremely fast. Before the teleportation started, it slashed on Lu Yuan's neck.

Cang! !

The symphony of gold and iron sounded.

Lu Yuan felt a sharp pain in his neck.

His body disappeared in place and appeared in another area.

He touched the back of his neck with blood in one hand.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath.

This was the first time Lu Yuan was injured during the test. The assassination of the
Tier 3 Consummation King was too fast. Even if Lu Yuan had the space to teleport, he
could still seize a momentary opportunity.



Although his white jade spirit body has not evolved, he has three king genes, all of
which have a significant increase in physique, plus a white jade spirit body that mainly
improves defense, and steel body art.

His defensive ability is stronger than that of the king-level guardian fighters of the same
level.

Even so, Lu Yuan's defense was still broken by one blow.

One can imagine how powerful the third-order perfect king of the assassination system
is.

However, this was also because Lu Yuan himself was not strong enough.

After all, the cultivation base gap is still a bit big.

Before Lu Yuan had time to think about it, the deadly threat was discovered again.

Luyuan uses space transmission again.

However, as soon as he completed the teleportation, he felt a fatal threat again.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank, and the Tier 3 kobold king of the assassination system used

the rhythm of spatial teleportation so quickly?

If Lu Yuan teleports directly to a few kilometers away, then this third-order kobold
king will definitely not be able to catch up with Lu Yuan, but the distance that Lu Yuan
teleports each time is only about 100 meters. At the speed of the third-order kobold
king, he wants to chase him. It's easy to get to the land edge.

Feeling the deadly threat again, Lu Yuan could only continue to teleport. At the same
time, Lu Yuan radiated the light of life.

The severe pain at the back of the neck slowly dissipated, and the sword injury almost
completely recovered in a short moment.

As a result, the scene became Lu Yuan and the third-order kobold king constantly
flashing on the white ground.



The two of them were within a hundred meters, one would appear here and the other
would appear there, there was no pattern at all.

During the space transfer, Lu Yuan's face was condensed.

With his current spiritual power, coupled with the spiritual power recovery effect
brought by the white jade spiritual body itself, it is only a spatial transmission within a
hundred meters, and he can last for several hours.

If he really wants to consume it, he can consume it too, but Lu Yuan doesn't intend to
consume it.

A sharp light flashed in his eyes, and the next moment, after he teleported, the epee in
his hand with the power of thunder, slammed behind him.

Cang! !

There was a symphony of gold and iron, and Lu Yuan saw a thin figure wearing a cloak

flying upside down.

The corners of Lu Yuan's mouth raised, and a smile appeared.

In the previous continuous teleportation, Lu Yuan understood that this kobold king
would habitually appear behind the enemy and attack.

Lu Yuan attacked behind him at the end of the space teleportation, and he was really hit
by him.

Even if he didn't touch him, the most would be a blow from the kobold king, and with
his defensive ability, he would be seriously injured at most, so he wouldn't die directly.

He can use the light of life to recover ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Lu Yuan said that he

still can afford to gamble.

In the end, Lu Yuan obviously won the bet.

In a head-on confrontation, the power of this third-order complete assassination of the
kobold king was not even as good as the power of the assault kobold just now, and Lu
Yuan's power was obviously more than that of him, and he directly knocked him into

the air.



After knocking off the assassinated kobold, Lu Yuan's body once again disappeared in
place, appearing beside the kobold king who was flying backwards.

The heavy sword was cut down, and before he got close to the body of the kobold king,
his body once again turned into a black mist and dissipated.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed, and he turned and kicked behind him.

boom! !

With a roar, the Kobold King who was about to attack was kicked into the air by Lu

Yuan, and a little bit of blood spilled in the air.

Lu Yuan disappeared in place again, appeared behind the Kobold King, and the heavy
sword was cut again.

The body of the kobold king once again turned into a black mist and dissipated. This
time, the kobold king did not appear behind Lu Yuan.

However, the kobold king who was not in the invisible state, with Lu Yuan's
perception ability, immediately discovered where he was about to appear.

This peculiar mobile combat technique is obviously still slightly inferior to the space
system.

Lu Yuan appeared almost at the same time as the black mist. When the kobold king

appeared, Lu Yuan's heavy sword had already been cut down.

In the horrified eyes of the kobold king, an epee cut across his neck, blood gushing.

After all, the assassination type warrior was not a defensive type, nor was it a force
attack type. Without a strong physique, Lu Yuan killed the assassination type fighter
with just one blow.

"Pass the fiftieth pass, do you rest for ten minutes?"

Lu Yuan twitched his mouth: "End the test."

Even the third-order consummation king is so difficult to deal with, the next is the
king-level gene tycoon, what a fart.



Lu Yuan decided to end it.
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